The largest irreducible degrees and the partitions associated with them are tabulated for the symmetric group ~Zn for n up to 75. Analytic upper and lower bounds are derived for the largest degree.
Introduction. A question has been raised by Bivins and others [2] -namely:
For what irreducible representations of the symmetric group 2n does the degree attain its maximal value and how does this maximum behave for large h?
This was apparently motivated by the practical considerations of number overflow in the computer but the same question arises in connection with sorting [1] .
Each irreducible representation is associated with a partition a = (ax,a2,... ,ak), a1 > a2 > ' ' • > ak > 0, of n. (We shall use a 6 n to mean that a is one of the pn partitions of «.) Its degree is given by [6, p. where bt = a¡ + k -i. A combinatorial interpretation of da is that it is the number of ways the votes for k candidates can be counted one at a time such that the final total number of votes cast is n and at all stages in the counting nx > n2 > • • • > nk, where n, is the current number of votes for candidate i (i = 1, . . . ,k) with finally «( = a¡ (i=l,...,k).
Computation of the Maximal Degree. The calculations were made at Edinburgh University on a 4K 12-bit word length PDP8 computer using a multi-length routine for expansile integer multiplication. The strategy is straightforward. For increasing n, partitions of n are generated in natural order (n first and 1" last) as described in [11] . If a partition, a, precedes or coincides with its conjugate then the degree da is computed as in the procedure degree of [9] but exponent arithmetic is used retaining integers throughout and avoiding unnecessary overflow. A description of exponent arithmetic appears in [10] but this description is slightly different from that used in this application, and the algorithm given there is a little garbled.
Three arrays are declared, ex, hfac, Ifac [2: N] , where N is the largest integer occurring as a natural factor (here N is at most 75); ex[n] contains the exponent of n in the result and for all n < N, hfac[n] contains the largest prime factor of n and The partial product num is stored as a multi-length integer and repeatedly multiplied by single-length integers to obtain the final value for the degree da. The machine used had no hardware multiplication and the worst case (212 -1 x 212 -1) single-length x single-length multiplication took approximately Vi millisec = 500 instructions to complete.
The degrees were printed in decimal using Lunnon's [8] multi-length arithmetic package for Atlas.
The tables extend those of Comet [4] (up to n = 30) and those of Baer and Brock [1] (up to n = 36). They do not seem to reveal any simple recurrence between the partitions associated with the maximal degree for 2n and those for 2fc (k < n). It is notable, however, that frequently a partition for the maximal degree for Sn differs from that for the maximal degree for 2M_j in a single part only.
Bounds for max da. Upper and lower bounds for mn = maxaGn da are easy to find using group-theoretic facts concerning the characters of 2n. For a lower bound we have [5, p. 23 ] that the mean value of da is given by sjpn where sn is the number of solutions to x2 = 1, x e 2n ; viz., The character column orthogonality relation on the degrees gives n\ = 2ae" d2;hence, sjp"<mn<(nl)v\ Now Chowla, Herstein, and Moore [3] give the asymptotic sn 2~1 /l(n/e)V2"e" ~v' and this, together with well-known approximations for pn and n!, gives from which .{.«izyjtn 2'V % -P = -^374. * = 0re/288)A, f«-X__i.
n Remark. The referee has brought to my attention the work of Logan and Shepp [7] who have solved a continuous analogue of this problem and find their result not inconsistent with the partition tabulated here for n = 15.
Added in Proof. It has been conjectured from the tables given here that mn < V« !/", but Eric Regener has computed that the smallest value of n for which the conjecture is false is n = 81 which has a maximal partition of 15, 12, 10, 9, 7, 6, 5, 4, 32, 
